
 
 

Preparation is key to ensure a successful and engaging World Health Organisation (WHO) 
Simulation. To ensure participants get the most out of this event, please review the 
following descriptions for delegate positions to determine which role may be the best fit 
for you. 

Note: Regardless of your assigned SheffWHO delegate role, all participants will be sure to: 

1. Gain a better understanding of how the World Health Organisation (WHO) operates 
and what forces shape its policies. 

2. Learn, practice and appreciate how WHO resolutions are made.   
3. Apply and develop critical thinking, problem solving, negotiation, advocacy, and 

consensus skills. 
4. Utilise rules of order and proceedings typical of deliberative assemblies adopted by 

international health authorities. 
5. Network, share ideas and learn from individuals of diverse backgrounds on key 

health issues. 
 

Member States (WHO Ambassadors) 

The role of a Member State (WHO ambassador) is to represent your country’s interests 
throughout the simulation, especially during regional blocs and plenary. Member States 
debate, write, and vote on resolutions, practicing diplomacy and having an active voice in 
policy debates. They will need to negotiate with other Member States and Non-
Governmental Organisations (NGOs) to ensure support in drafting resolutions for plenary 
debate and will be engaged by media (journalists) to help promote (or discourage) support 
for resolutions or policy position papers.   



What can I do as a Member State (WHO Ambassador)? 

1. Send notes to other Member States (WHO Ambassadors) to learn their positions on 
certain issues, try to make alliances and discuss tactics during unmoderated caucus. 

2. Write resolution papers with other countries that share common interests. 
3. Talk to NGOs to get their stamp of approval, the more stamps of approval your 

resolution paper gets, the more serious it will be taken and more likely it is to get 
adopted at the end of the simulation.  

4. Collaborate with pharmaceutical companies in order to get funding (stamp of 
approval) to implement the global health policies of your resolution paper.   

5. Debate and defend specific global health issues related to the theme of the 
conference. 

6. Have your resolution paper adopted at plenary.    
 

Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) 

NGO representatives portray the mandates and interests of their organisations, seeking to 
raise awareness and support for their causes. NGOs will be persuasive in working with 
Member States (WHO Ambassadors) to provide stamps of approval for draft resolutions, 
recognising the limited resources available by their organisation to support any particular 
cause. NGOs will be engaged by media (journalists) to help promote (or discourage) 
support for resolutions or policy position papers.   

What can I do as a NGO Representative? 

1. Go between regional blocs to discuss with potential Member State (WHO 
Ambassador) partners to ensure resolutions meet the goals of your NGO. 

2. Can provide three stamps of approval to give out to any regional bloc you want.  
3. Negotiate with Member States to create policies that encompass your organisation’s 

goals and objectives in their draft resolution and/or dissuade policies you feel are 
counteractive to your NGOs work. You can leverage your ability to give stamps of 
approval to achieve these actions. 

 

Pharmaceutical Representatives 

Pharmaceutical companies are essential industrial players in global healthcare as they 
manage, research and develop life saving medications. Pharmaceutical representatives will 
be persuasive in working with Member States (WHO Ambassadors) to provide stamps of 



approval for draft resolutions, with the goal of advancing their company’s interests and 
improving public relations.  

What can I do as a Pharmaceutical Representative? 

1. Go between regional blocs to discuss with Member States (WHO Ambassadors) and 
gain them as partners to grow your influence in the world.  

2. Can provide two stamps of approval to give out to any regional bloc you want.  
3. Influence draft resolutions to represent your interests and/or dissuade policies you 

feel are counteractive to your company’s work. You can leverage your ability to give 
stamps of approval to achieve these actions. 

 

Media (Journalists) 

Media will shape delegates’ global awareness and provide commentary throughout the 
simulation by reporting on events as they unfold. They will dig into global health issues to 
report overt and covert happenings with whatever angle they choose to carry out. They are 
encouraged to engage Member States (WHO Ambassadors), NGOs and Pharmaceutical 
representatives and use diverse modes of communication including: press releases, polls, 
social media and videos to foster dialogue throughout the simulation, while encouraging 
all delegates to critically evaluate news sources.  

What can I do as a Media Representative? 

1. Move between regional bloc to gain a better understanding of what is taking place 
in the various of the world 

2. Live-tweet and post to social media everything relevant that is happening during the 
conference, ensuring that Member States (WHO Ambassadors), NGOs and 
Pharmaceutical representatives can access this information. 

3. Interview delegates to see their stance about different global health issues, policies, 
recent developments in regional blocs, plenaries, and resolution papers. 

4. Plant news stories or create rumours (fake news).  
5. Express your creativity!   

 

 


